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ADULT WELLNESS PROGRAMS
FIT TEEN CERTIFICATION – Ages 10-13 years old. The Fit Teen program is a great way for young 
teens to gain access to the Wellness Center and select Group Exercise classes when accompanied  
by a Parent/Guardian. The teen must attend an hour and a half class, complete the Fit Teens Course/Quiz 
and get a Fit Teen FitLinxx Orientation with a certified trainer.
 
WOMEN ON WEIGHTS 
Join this six week small group training class designed for just for women.   
Under the guidance of a Certified Personal Trainer, sessions will consist of total body workouts using free 
weights, resistance and cable training. The personal trainer will give guidance on form and give you input to 
increase the benefits of the workout.

MEN’S STRENGTH TRAINING
Interested in learning more about weight training? Try this six week small group training class led by  
a Certified Personal Trainer to learn the proper mechanics to basic lifts. The personal trainer will create a 
weight lifting program to help you meet your fitness goals, whether it is gaining muscle mass, decreasing  
body fat percentage or increasing your strength and endurance.

TEENS ON WEIGHTS
Is your teen interested in learning more about lifting weights? Our six week small group training class 
for growing and developing pre-teens and teens will teach them appropriate weight lifting techniques with  
an emphasis on proper form, mobility, functionality and preparation for exercise and conditioning.   
A Certified Personal Trainer will customize the workouts making this class appropriate for athletes as  
well as those new to fitness.

CHOOSE TO LOSE – ALL LEVELS
The Choose to Lose Program is a NEW 12-week fitness program to help you lose weight, establish 
healthy lifestyle habits, gain muscle and lose body fat, stay accountable while developing the skills 
to keep you aligned with your wellness goals.  Each week during the program will include an exclusive 
group workout held on Monday evenings and a small group workout with a certified personal trainer held at 
various times Tuesday-Friday to offer the flexibility needed for a busy lifestyle. These small group trainings 
offer you more individualized attention, support and guidance through your journey.  The program includes 
Support & Share Meetings which are held bimonthly to reinforce your new habits with educational workshops 
to share tips, ideas and strategies as well as address any concerns along the way.

Will you be the person who is awarded Most Weight Lost, Highest Percentage of Body Fat Lost, Highest  
Percentage of Muscle Mass Gained, or Most Inches Lost?



GROUP EXERCISE
20-20-20 - Come try this class that is broken up into three, 20 minute segments, focusing on  
cardio, strength and core work. Suitable for all levels and modifications are available upon request. 

BARRE - This class is a fusion of Yoga, Pilates and Ballet. Barre will help improve strength, balance, flexibility and posture. 

BODYPUMP™ - This class is a barbell workout for anyone looking to get lean, toned and fit – fast.  Using light to moder-
ate weights with lots of repetition, BODYPUMP gives you a total body workout. It will burn up to 540 calories*. Instructors 
will coach you through the scientifically proven moves and techniques pumping out encouragement, motivation and great 
music – helping you achieve much more than on your own! You’ll leave the class feeling challenged and motivated, ready to 
come back for more. 

BODY SCULPT - Put a little muscle into your workout and join us for a class designed to produce muscle toning and  
trimming using low to medium weights and high repetitions. Weights, bands, bars, balls, and steps will be used in this class. 

BOOM! MUSCLE - Up your game in this action-based functional/strength training class that ignites your fitness with a 
series of movements and exercises inspired by your favorite outdoor sporting activities like hiking, tennis and golf. 

BOOM! MIND - Improve range of motion, balance, strength and flexibility while relaxing the mind in this fusion-based class. 
Combine Pilates, yoga, and athletic stretching techniques in this empowering workout designed to improve overall fitness 
and well-being. 

CARDIO COMBO - Intervals of aerobics alternating with intervals of strength utilizing dumbbells, bands, isometrics, medi-
cine/stability balls, body bars and your own resistance. Great whole body workout. Intervals can be modified or intensified 
to be a superior workout for all fitness levels. 

CARDIO KICKBOX - A great stress reliever. Enjoy a fun low to mid impact aerobics while using elements of kick boxing.   
A muscle toning and core conditioning segment included. 

CHAIR YOGA – Revitalize your body, relax your mind, and renew your spirit. This class is for Active Older Adults and  
participants in need of a seated class.   

CORE N MORE - Using activities and motivation that will push you to the next level.  This class will help you increase your 
strength, endurance, and self-confidence. 

CYCLING - Indoor cycling to motivating music in our CYCLING STUDIO. It will challenge and strengthen your cardiovascular 
system! Please bring your own water and small towel. 
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CYCLING: BOOT CAMP - Indoor cycling to motivating music in our CYCLING STUDIO. It will challenge and strengthen your 
cardiovascular system! Please bring your own water and small towel.  This class is drill based for a high calorie burn! 

CYCLING: POWER SPIN - Indoor cycling to motivating music in our CYCLING STUDIO. It will challenge and strengthen your 
cardiovascular system! Please bring your own water and small towel.  This class is based for power and muscle endurance! 

FAMILY YOGA -  Our family class is alive with flowing sequences, balancing postures, breathing exercises, cooperative yoga 
games and creative relaxation techniques so that the whole family can enjoy the benefits of yoga.  Ages 5 and up welcome.  
Children must be accompanied by a parent or guardian age 18 +. 

FIT STRIKE - Learn the basics of boxing while working up a sweat in this class! Set to upbeat, motivating music, this class 
teaches participants how to properly wrap their hands, utilize heavy bags (gloves are required to hit bags), and some basic 
self-defense moves. Fit Strike gear can be purchased at the front desk. 

NEW!! FUNCTIONAL FIT - Build a strong foundation in this class utilizing functional movements while focusing on proper 
alignment and emphasizing core stability.  

GROUP STRENGTH - A full body strengthening and toning class designed to get your body stronger and sculpted.

HIIT THE STEP - High Intensity Interval Training combined with everything you love about Step class!  This class involves 
alternating periods of short intense anaerobic exercise with less intense recovery periods resulting in improved athletic  
condition and fat burning. 

NEW!! INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED HATHA YOGA – This NEW class will have a strong emphasis on alignment.  Increasing 
strength and flexibility will enable you to practice classic postures as well as more advanced ones. Using good alignment will 
help you to progress and will keep you safer from injury.  Classes will include breathwork and guided relaxation, and some will 
include posture flow. 

PILATES - This class is designed to tone and sculpt your entire body, focusing on your Power House (abs, back & glutes). 
Slow controlled movements are used to sculpt and shape to give you long lean muscles, improve posture, increase balance & 
control, correct muscle imbalance and develop mental focus.   

RETRO FIT - An introductory class utilizing to a variety of aerobic activities for beginning exercises.  Each class consists of: 
30 minutes of cardio; 30 minutes of strength training with bands, weights and medicine balls; concluding with core exercises 
and stretching.  This is a beginner level class, but all are welcome to come in to add more variety to your workout.  

ROCK BOTTOMS - This 30 minute class is dedicated exclusively to your GLUTES by using exercises and drills designed to 
shape and strengthen your ‘bottom’ side. 

SILVER SNEAKERS CLASSIC® - Have fun and move to the music through a variety of exercises designed to increase  
muscular strength, range of movement and activities for daily living. Hand-held weights, elastic tubing with handles,  
and a Silver Sneakers® ball are offered for resistance. A chair is used for seated and/or standing support. 

GROUP EXERCISE CONTINUED
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STEP - A high energy cardio class using the step bench to intensify your workout. You can customize your intensity with 
the addition of risers. 

STRONG BY ZUMBA® - Fire up your fitness potential a notch with this brand new format!  This intense workout features 
strong, upbeat rhythms coupled with powerful, high intensity cardio and strength conditioning moves through progressive 
resistance and overload, plyometrics and core and functional training using your own body weight. 

SUSPENSION TRAINING - Suspension training class using bodyweight exercises to develop strength, balance, flexibility 
and core stability simultaneously. 

TABATA TRAINING - is the ultimate combination of strength and aerobics in a circuit training format.  Be prepared for 5 
different Tabata exercises each day! Class will end with Core Conditioning. 

TOTAL FIT/TOTAL FIT HIIT - Have you hit that “plateau” or want to try something new? Try our high intensity, full body 
workout class that combines all the new workout trends.  Intervals, resistance, endurance and strength training.  

TRIATHLON CYCLING - This two hour cycling class is geared towards those in training for long distance cycling rides.  
Participants can choose to leave after the first hour, or can stay for the whole two hour ride. 

YOGA FOR EVERYONE - This is a “no flow” class, with an emphasis on alignment. Move slowly through floor, seated and 
standing poses, and learn variations to suit your physical level. Includes breath work and deep relaxation. ( Props available 
or bring your own, plus bring a large towel). 

YOGA FLOW- Revitalize your body, relax your mind, and renew your spirit through breath and movement. This class  
explores creatively sequenced postures through a vigorous vinyasa flow to develop both strength and flexibility. Come 
experience our dynamic team of yoga instructors and the unique style and flavor presented by each. 

ZUMBA® - We take the “work” out of workout, by mixing low-intensity and high-intensity moves for an interval-style,  
calorie-burning dance fitness party. Once the Latin and World rhythms take over, you’ll see why Zumba® Fitness classes  
are often called exercise in disguise. Super effective? Check. Super fun? Check and check.  A total workout, combining all 
elements of fitness – cardio, muscle conditioning, balance and flexibility, boosted energy and a serious dose of awesome 
each time you leave class. 

ZUMBA® BURST - By now you’ve heard about high-intensity interval training and the massive calorie burn packed into a 
short workout. Well, we’ve got great news! We’re offering this highly effective workout in the all-new Burst program that 
incorporates calorie-burning cardio of Zumba® with high intensity interval training together in a 45 minute class! Turn up 
the intensity, turn up the fun—and get those extra (intense) results you crave! 

ZUMBA® GOLD -The design of the class introduces easy-to-follow Zumba® choreography that focuses on balance, range 
of motion and coordination. Come ready to sweat, and prepare to leave empowered and feeling strong. Perfect for active 
older adults or beginners who are looking for a modified Zumba® class that recreates the original moves you love at a  
lower intensity. 

ZUMBA® TONING - Rockin Party. Rock Hard Body. When it comes to body sculpting, Zumba® Toning raises the bar (or rath-
er, the toning stick). Learn how to use lightweight, maraca-like Toning Sticks to enhance rhythm and tone all the target zones, 
including arms, abs and thighs. Zumba® Toning is the perfect way to sculpt your body naturally while having a total blast. 

PERSONAL TRAINING 

Whether you are just starting a fitness routine, or need a little assistance to achieve your wellness goals, 
a YMCA personal trainer can help. Your trainer will provide professional assistance to improve strength, 
flexibility, endurance, posture, balance, cardiovascular health and achieve weight loss.

Personal training includes an individual training program, one-on-one personal attention during every 
workout, an integrated approach featuring aerobic conditioning, weight and flexibility training, and an initial 
fitness assessment.

Packages of 3, 5, 10, or 20 sessions, as well as single sessions available for purchase.
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AQUATICS
MASTERS

Masters” swimmers are over 18 years-old and range from beginners, triathletes and  
former competitive swimmers. Groups are small enough that beginners can work on basic swim 
techniques while more experienced swimmers can work on conditioning, speed, and efficiency.  
Skills for open water swimming are offered. Professional coaching is on deck to lead workouts  
and provide feedback. People can for Masters monthly, semi-annually, or annually. There is an  
option to pay for every session, as well.

ADULT SWIM LESSONS – Beginner

The place to start for adults who have little to no swimming experience or who may have 
some fear or anxiety about swimming. Participants will become more confident in the water and 
will learn the fundamentals of swimming and aquatic safety.

ADULT SWIM LESSONS – Intermediate

This course is designed for adults who have a basic knowledge of swimming and want to build  
their skills and endurance in a non-competitive setting.  Participants registering for this class  
should be able to swim at least 40 feet on both their front and back.

For questions about Swim Lessons contact Matthew Halewski
mhalewski@glensfallymca.org

For questions about Masters contact Dennie Swan-Scott
dsscott@glensfallymca.orgPAGE 6



► Aquatic Fitness Classes
POST REHABILITATION AQUATIC FITNESS  – Beginner Level, needs doctor approval 

This aquatic class is for individuals coming out of physical therapy from injuries, hip, knee 
and shoulder replacements, as well as those with arthritis or other debilitating diseases.    
The class focuses on good posture and balance through basic exercises that are slow and easy.  
There is a specific participant form that requires a doctor’s signature for this class (form is with  
Member Services). This form must be returned to the instructor prior to the start of the class.

SENIOR AQUA FIT  – Beginner to Intermediate Level, Ages 50+ 

This is a great place to start with aquatic fitness if you are over 50!. This class utilizes different 
exercises and routines coupled with mild aerobics, all at the pace and comfort level of each individual.  
If you have mild arthritis or are returning from minor injuries, this class will give you a great workout 
without creating strain on your body.

SENIOR SPLASH  – Beginner to Intermediate Level

Try this fun relaxing class specially designed for seniors who are working on strengthening, 
balance and stretching.  30 minutes are spent in the shallow water and 30 minutes in the deep water. 

WATER WORKOUT – Intermediate Level

Looking for an aqua fitness class to get you moving?  Our Water Workout class offers challenging 
exercises with higher intensity level of aerobic activities.  Participants can move at their own pace 

DEEP WATER JOGGING  – Intermediate to Advanced Level

Get ready for a challenging aerobic workout in the deep end of our pool! During the class partic-
ipants will use a floatation belt to remain in a vertical position. The workouts are at a higher difficulty 
and intensity level than the Water Workout class. This class is a pre-requisite for the Advanced Aqua 
Running class.

AQUA FIT – Advanced Level

Get a fast paced workout with no time for socializing in the water.  This class consists entirely  
of high intensity aerobics and challenging exercises. The class primarily takes place in the deep end  
of the pool.

ADVANCED AQUA RUNNING  – Advanced Level

Time to get your heart rate up in this high intensity aerobic class. This class will get you moving 
through challenging exercises and stretches of running in the water. Must take Deep Water Jogging  
beforehand and have instructor approval.
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YMCA ADIRONDACK CENTER
FOREVER FIT 
Low impact focusing on balance, cario, and stability to keep you staying strong & healthy.    
Fridays 10:00-11:00am, bring a mat and water bottle.
 
YOGA
Yoga Flow will revitalize your body & mind, while renewing your spirit through breathe, movement,  
creativity, and sequenced postures.  
Wednesdays 6:00-7:00pm, bring a mat and water bottle.

For questions contact  
Tammie LaGuerre & Jack Bartlett infoadkcenter@glensfallsymca.org  

148 Tannery Rd. Brant Lake, NY 12815 • 518 494-4422

WHAT IS GET FIT READY FIT? 

Our GET FIT READY FIT Program is a series of three complimentary appointments designed to  
support you in pursuit of your health and wellness goals.  A Wellness Coach will meet with you to  
discuss your needs and interests as well as your goals and barriers, and together we will develop an  
achievable plan for success.

► WHO SHOULD ATTEND?
Everyone!  Whether you’re new to exercise, have dabbled in it your whole life, or are comfortable in 
your regular program, we will help you make the most of your Y membership. The GET FIT READY FIT 
experience is an opportunity for us to create your personalized road map for success.

► WHY IT’S IMPORTANT.
Members who attend their first GET FIT READY FIT appointment within the first two weeks of joining 
the Y are 6X more likely to achieve their goals, whatever they may be. Let’s make sure you’re one of them!

WHAT YOU SHOULD EXPECT

► SESSION ONE:  PLAN During the first session we will talk about your goals and develop strategies to  
overcome any potential barriers.  We will help you come up with a plan to get started with confidence and sup-
port as well as take you through a customized partial body workout. (45 min) 
► SESSION TWO:  ACT Whether it’s attending your first group exercise class or trying free weights, this is 
where our plan takes action!  We will check-in on your progress, make any adjustments and guide you through 
a second partial body workout designed just for you. (30 min) 
► SESSION THREE:  CONNECT We want to hear how you’re doing.  We’ll review your progress, assess your 
progress and make sure you’re set up for success!  You will also receive a final partial body workout. (30 min)

BUT WAIT, THERE’S MORE…
To help motivate you along the way, you will enjoy the following incentives when you participate in this exclu-
sive program:
 •  Access to the MobileFiT app
 •  Customized workouts at each session
 •  Four Guest Day Passes for a friend, family member or co-worker.
 •  10% OFF coupon to apply to any Adult Wellness Program 
 •  25% OFF ANY Personal Training package

GET FIT READY FIT PROGRAM


